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A triple challenge with one solution

In this presentation I will show you that 

agriculture as we know it, is at a 

crossroad. 

In the coming years we will see 

agriculture going through a ‘chaos’ 

phase. 

Do we know the outcome? No

Will it hurt? Yes

Loorbach, D., Oxenaar, S., 2018. Counting on Nature; transitions to a natural capital positive 

economy by creating an enabling environment for Natural Capital Approaches. Report
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Approximately 850 crop 

protection products based on 

on 261 active ingredients

Current 

situation
(with regard to CPPs)
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Science-based regulations ensure the safety CPPs for operators, environment and consumer

Forbidden unless admitted

How are CPPs regulated?

Positive list of 

substances

Maximum Residue Levels 
/ Import Tolerances

Harmonized 
classification 
and labelling

STEP 1: Active substances are approved at EU LEVEL

National authorization

STEP 2: Formulated products at NATIONAL LEVEL

// National authorization in Member States 
for products that contain the active 
substance 

// Evaluation by 
Member States 
and EFSA

// Approval by 
EU Commission 
and Member States.

// Evaluation 
by ECHA
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present in about 850 formulations (products)

Current portfolio: 261 AIs admitted in NL 
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… to control a multitude of threats*

Weeds 

~30.000 species

Mechanical

Herbicides

Biological 
chemical

Synthetic 
chemical

Diseases 

~800 fungi species

Biological 
(antagonists)

Elicitors

Fungicides, 
bactericides

Biologial-
chemical

Synthetic-
chemical

Pests 

~10.000 species

Predators

Insecticides, 
acaricides, 
nematicides

Biologicals 
(microbials, 
chemical)

Synthentc-
chemical

* Global figures

Toolbox of the farmer
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Trends in use and impact (2012-2020)

Between 2016-2020 CPP use 

declined with 11%. Dose rates 

decreased with about 13% in 

the same period*.

*CBS (2022)
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Trends using the Harmonised Risk Indicator (HRI)

Group Description Weight

Group 1 Low risk products 1

Group 2 Chemical and microbial products 8

Group 3 Candidates for Substitution 16

Group 4 Products without admission 64

CBS, 2022

Total

Per group
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Use and impact are 

decreasing, what about the 

toolbox?
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Regulation 1107(2009): from risk to hazard

Risk = hazard x exposure

Carcinogetic

Mutagenic

Reproduction toxic

Endocrine disruption

Cut-off criteria of intrinsic properties
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168

107

75

58

29

29
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AIs needing assessment

no dossier submitted

dossier rejected

admitted with limitations

admitted (renewal)

admitted (new)

Of 168 AIs eligable for review, 58 passed (in 3 years) 

11

61

32

17
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Since 2018 2/3 of AIs 

eligable for (re)evaluation 

were taken off the market 
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Is this a problem?
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Food

Climate

Environment

Triple challenge

14
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Challenge 1: At a global level produce more on same area 

Van Dijk et al. (2021) https://www.nature.com/articles/s43016-021-00322-9
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Challenge 2: New threats due to climate change 

https://earthbound.report/2012/04/12/feeding-the-world-in-2050/

“Climate models hardly ever take 
plant pests and diseases into 
account”…. ”This means that food 
security is lower than currently taken 
into account in climate models”.

https://earthbound.report/2012/04/12/feeding-the-world-in-2050/
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Challenge 3: reduce emissions

Both volumes and intensities 

are decreasing, resulting in 

less emissions to e.g. 

surface water, but continued 

efforts are required. 
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With less CPPs, maintain 

production while anticipating 

for new threats due to 

climate change and reduce 

emissions

Triple challenge
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Integrated crop management 

19

MONITOR

CHEMICAL NATURE

BREEDING

CULTIVATI

ON

OBSERVATION

ANALYSIS

ADVICE

MECHA-

NICAL

BIOLO-

LOCICAL

Crop 

Management

(IPM-ICM-IFM)

• FAB

• Soil health

• Plant resistance

• Soil cultivation

• Crop rotation

• Multispectral 

scans of soil and 

crops

• Big data and 

algoritms

• Timing – dose - place

• Variable application

• Robot 

technology and 

automation

• Biopesticides

• Macro-biologicals

• Fast, selective and 

effective
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Triple challenge; are we on track?

Reduce emissions

Less volumes: precision 
technology

Ongoing, not yet field 
ready

Less impact: new 
molecules, reduce 

emissions (phytobac, 
CTS)

Ongoing

Maintain production

ICM

?

Adapt for climate change
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Conclusions

Amounts and rates of CPPs are decreasing; emissions are reducing, but continued efforts 

are required.

The toolkit of the farmer is rapidly decreasing. This does not necessarily result in more 

sustainable production.

To respond to the triple challenge integrated approaches are needed.

For ICM a broad spectrum of solutions is required.

Will there be a future for CPPs. Yes, but not as we know it. 

No food without impact; first design the desired food 

production system, then the products.
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Thank you!

Christy.vanbeek@bayer.com


